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Warranty and Terms of Sale



Lambton turn-head distributor comes in various configurations and models. These all 
utilize the same type of control system which is illustrated on the following pages. 

The spout is rotated by first depressing the foot pedal which is attached to the retractable 
control wheel locking pin. Once the locking pin is retracted the spout can be rotated 
freely using the hand cable wheel located on the ground by the foot pedal.

Numbered stickers are included with your purchase – use these to easily specify the 
various discharge spouts of the distributor. Large distributors (above 10”) come with a 
reduction control box in place of the standard hand cable wheel to ensure you can 
operate your distributor with ease 
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Overview

The distributor is not designed to support the weight from any 
accessories, Spouting, Valves, Cleaners, Etc. must have their own 
supporting structures

After use always rotate the spout from side to side to sweep away dust and fines. This 
will keep your Distributor clean and prevent freezing
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Overview

Distributor body 
removed for clarity 

Distributor turn control 
cable wheel

Cable Pulleys & Trunk 
Mounting Bracket

Cable Guide Plates
Bolt to elevator trunk flanges every 20ft,
4 are supplied standard extra flanges 
may need to be ordered

Foot Pedal

Retractable control 
wheel locking pin

Cable Wheel

Elevator Trunking

Aways ensure your distributor is adequately supported
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Bracket Details

Cable Pulleys & Trunk Mounting Bracket

Cable Guide Plates
Bolt to elevator trunk flanges every 20ft,
4 are supplied standard extra flanges may need to be ordered

Foot Pedal

Cable Wheel

Below are visuals showing the bracket orientation for each trunk type

11x7 & 12x7 9x5

11x7 & 12x7

9x5 & 11x7 12x7

11x7 & 12x7 16x8 & 18x8

16x8 & 18x8



Distributor
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Distributor Details

Turn Spout 
outlet brush

Outlet Cones

Inlet Flange

Turn Head Pipe 
Assembly

Distributor turn control 
cable wheel assembly

Vents




